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Q.53) Conclusions: 

Some doctors are not patient. Some medicines are 

hospital. 

a)  Statements I: Some hospital is not patient. All 

hospitals are doctor. All doctors are medicine. 

b) Statements II: All hospitals are doctors. Some 

patient is not hospital. Some doctor is 

medicine. 

c)  Statements III: All hospitals are patient. No 

patient is doctor. No doctors are medicine. 

d)  Statements IV: some hospitals are patient. No 

patient is doctor. Some doctors are medicine 

 

Q.54) Statement: This book is invested to guide 

the layman to study cooking in the absence of a 

teacher. 

Assumptions: 

A. A teacher of cooking may not be available to 

everyone. 

B. One can learn cooking only by that book. 

C. Cooking can be learnt with the help of a book 

a) Only (A) and (B) are implicit 

b) Only (B) and (C) are implicit 

c) Only (A) and (C) are implicit 

d) All of these are implicit 

 

Q.55) Ram is taller than Shyam but not as tall as 

Hari. Then, 

a) Shyam is not as tall as Ram 

b) Shyam is taller than Hari 

c) Hari is not as tall as Ram. 

d) Ram is taller than Hari 

 

 

Q.56) An equilateral triangular plate is to be cut 

into n number of identical small equilateral 

triangular plates. Which of the following can be 

possible value of n? 

a) 196 

b) 216 

c) 256 

d) 296 

 

Q.57) Statement: Of all the Channels broadcast in 

Macau, viewership of the "China TV" is the largest 

in the Metropolis. 

Assumptions: 

A.  'China TV' is not popular in rural areas. 

B.  'China TV' has the popular program on 

burning social and political issues. 

a) Only assumption (A) is implicit 

b) Only assumption (B) is implicit 

c) Neither (A) nor (B) is implicit 

d) Both (A) and (B) are implicit 

 

Directions ( Q.58 - Q.60 ): Read the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

given below. 

Rita is the mother of Prem, who is a son-in-law of 

Monty and Shruti is the mother of Gary. Shruti is 

a sister of Kumar, who is a brother-in-law of Prem 

and Harsha is the daughter of Tanmay, who is a 

grandfather of Gary. 

 

Q.58) How is Gary related to Prem? 

a) Daughter 

b) Granddaughter 

c) Grandson 

d) Cannot be determined 
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